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appropriate decisions and judgments can be made about responding positively to the
elements identified by HSE. It is a framework rather than a route map. 

A wide selection of bullet point actions are included. They are NOT all ‘mandatory’
requirements. They are offered as examples of what the agenda seeks to promote (except
that for senior leadership it is difficult to see how best practice can follow unless most of them
are addressed and they also reflect commonplace expectations amongst ECIA members). For
instance, the ideas on ensuring contractor liaison in ‘working together’ will be more relevant
to those who are principal contractors than to others who are not. However, it would seem
reasonable that all should be able to demonstrate a solid response in some way or another to
each of the five key elements described. Furthermore, even if an organisation opts to do
something else that we have not included in the bullet points, that response should reflect the
‘underlying tone’ embodied for each of the elements. 

The acid test will be members’ response when the inspector calls and asks what they have to
say in response to the agenda that has been set. A successful outcome will be one where the
member is able to respond confidently, authoritatively, positively and substantively with an
account that is clearly relevant to the themes in the agenda. Furthermore, responses that
indicate a senior management seeking to really ‘get under the skin’ of the organisation, and a
genuine appetite to impact upon it, will be better received than ones where the main focus is
more ‘top down’ administrative measurement of procedural compliance.

1. LEADERSHIP
The underlying tone: Senior managers know where they are, where they want to be and their
actions make it clear to everyone that is what is going to happen.

� Clear setting, and effective communication of, H&S aims and objectives 

� Performance aims and objectives clearly flowing from substantive review of past
performance and monitoring of current

� Clearly defined arrangements for regularly securing and consistently interpreting
meaningful performance data at senior management decision making forums e.g.
monthly board meetings (not just ‘the health and safety report was noted’)  

� Visible senior management presence in worksites/projects

� Senior management site presence should support stated objectives 

� Explicit senior management inclusion in exchange with employee engagement initiatives
e.g. director chairs the H&S committee

� Clear and meaningful procedures for feedback between senior management and workforce

� An explicit programme for embedding senior manager H&S competence including:

o Clear specification of H&S responsibilities in job descriptions of all senior managers

o Induction into aims, objectives and expectations for all new senior management
appointments

o Provision of generic senior management role training for all senior managers

o Provision of more technical H&S training (e.g. NEBOSH) for any managers assigned
lead responsibility for health and safety at senior levels.

WHAT IS THIS DOCUMENT ABOUT?
It explains the nature of discussions between ECIA and the Health and Safety Executive
concerning the regulatory agenda for the engineering construction industry in the medium
term future.

WHO IS IT FOR?
We strongly recommend that senior managers read and digest this document, rather than
simply passing it over to the health and safety department. This is because HSE have made it
clear that for engineering construction their focus will move more towards examining
contractor organisations, with less emphasis on site based inspection. In this they will be
placing a particular emphasis on the role of senior managers in generating beneficial change.
By senior managers we mean directors, or similarly influential individuals. If you are a senior
manager, the HSE inspector is likely to want to speak with you.

WHY HAS IT BEEN PRODUCED
HSE is well aware of ECIA members’ enhanced health and safety record compared to
construction as a whole. Traditional site based physical inspections, where little of significant
concern is normally found, may not be an effective use of their resources. Their focus for
engineering construction will therefore move more towards examining employer
organisations rather than the places where they are working. These examinations will place a
particular emphasis on the effectiveness of senior management in maintaining, enhancing and
promoting standards.

An agreement was reached between HSE and ECIA that, if the latter was to produce a
description of what it considered to be good practice, the former would circulate that to its
inspectors as a ‘benchmark engagement guide’ for its lead inspectors when they visit
engineering construction employers. This document fulfills that purpose.

WHAT IS IT ABOUT?
HSE have clearly identified five themes which they consider key elements in enhancing
standards. These are:

� Leadership;

� Addressing health risks;

� Reducing the likelihood of catastrophic events;

� Being ahead of the game; and 

� Working together. 

This document provides more detailed suggestions on what ECIA members might do to
respond positively to these elements.

HOW SHOULD IT BE USED?
This document does not impose detailed restrictions or requirements on ECIA members. Its
purpose is to clarify an agenda (both for ECIA members and HSE inspectors), from which
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o Clear identification of key requirements in response to those risks

o Senior management requirement for regular reports on compliance

o Clear senior management role in securing repair if non-compliance reported

o Periodic senior management review of what is/isn’t a catastrophe issue (and earlier if
internal experience or external knowledge indicates it’s necessary)

� Acceptance of the ECIA/CONIAC guidance principles (see ‘additional information’)
concerning competence for those managing catastrophe risks. (NB These principles
involve managers’ confidence to make judgements about safety critical suppliers, rather
than relying on technical tickbox compliance).

4. BEING AHEAD OF THE GAME
The underlying tone: Thinking strategically, applying grip, provoking ideas.

� Use of leading rather than lagging indicators to clarify both objectives and performance

� Leading indicators that are clearly linked to strategic aims and objectives, rather than
being set apart in an indicator ‘ghetto’

� Initiatives to seek out and identify beneficial innovation (both learning from outside and
provoking/generating ideas internally)

� Having a long term strategic plan in place to deal with likely future skills shortages

� Arrangements for non-UK worker needs if they are likely to feature in your future
workforce

� Clear standards in place to deal positively with design change issues if or when they are
imposed upon an organisation, particularly if they arise after construction has started. 

5. WORKING TOGETHER
The underlying tone: Success is what it really feels like, more than what the procedures are.
Talking with other people, not at them.

Engaging with the supply chain

1. Securing real engagement amongst suppliers with your standards before the work starts.
Not just administrative compliance with procurement procedures e.g. 

� Seeking key supplier views when developing your own future aims and objectives

� Soliciting and welcoming views on what they think of you

� Interview/visit/speak with potential suppliers to ‘get under their skin’ – not just
prequalification tickboxes. Identify and focus upon key suppliers and/or those involved
with safety critical activities

� Developing managers’ ability and confidence to make judgements about suppliers rather
than relying on mere technical paperwork compliance

� Securing explicit involvement of key or safety critical suppliers when developing your own
CDM plan responses

� Identify clear standards for the time needed to plan your work effectively and nurture a
complementary determination to insist on them in dealings with other stakeholders.

2. HEALTH
The underlying tone: Tackling the health issues that really matter and visible and substantive
inclusion of them in strategic decisions and the management delivery system.

In responding to the health agenda, the emphasis should be on the substantive risks
generated by work. Whilst other initiatives aimed at broader themes, such as promoting
healthy lifestyles, are considered positive, they are not included in this agenda.

For most ECIA members, the risks considered to be higher priorities most frequently are
vibration, noise, manual handling, asbestos (if present) and other hazardous substance
exposures.

� Identifying and implementing scope for prefabrication to reduce onsite exposure, for
which vibration and manual handling are probably the two most fertile areas

� Securing reliable consideration of construction health risk in design decision making to the
same extent as for safety issues 

� Researching, identifying and implementing purchasing standards that reflect the health
risk priorities involved with the work the organisation undertakes. (NB: standards need to
be carefully considered to ensure the best decision is reached. For instance, using a tool
with lower vibration figures may at first sight seem more attractive, but if it takes twice as
long to do the work than another with a higher vibration figure, deciding to use it may not
be the best option) 

� Exploiting potential involvement of workforce in selection decisions e.g. PPE and vibrating
equipment

� Explicit inclusion of a health centred goal/s relevant to the organisation’s work in strategic
aims and objectives decided by senior managers, including consideration of key
performance indicators

� Clear identification of health surveillance priorities and development and implementation
of a specific plan to ensure they are dealt with

� Embedding an expectation that CDM planning must take account of potential health risks
and more particularly that principal contractors’ construction phase plans will contain site
specific requirements that reflect senior management strategic aims and objectives for
health

� Health related training/information/competence initiatives that are clearly linked to
strategic aims and objectives decided by senior managers

� Explicit focus on, or addressing of, health goal/s in senior management site interventions 

� Inclusion of health issues in ‘near miss’ and incident investigation profile. 

3. CATASTROPHIC EVENTS
The underlying tone: Knowing what your catastrophe agenda is and then addressing it
systematically.

� Risk register based approach to include:

o Clear decision on what is to be included in scope of the organisation’s catastrophe
agenda
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� Identify, set up and maintain means for sharing good practice information and ideas
e.g. website pages, linkages with health and safety organisations e.g. RoSPA, British
Safety Council, engaging with neighbouring organisations.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Readers may find the following references useful in framing their responses to the agenda.
As described in the introduction, it is not the intention that such material should dictate
members’ responses, but it may help clarify ideas on what they could include.

1. CONIAC’s Catastrophic Events Working Group paper on competence –
www.hse.gov.uk/aboutus/meetings/iacs/coniac/180314/180314-catastrophic-
events.pdf

2. HSE guidance: Leading health and safety at work (INDG417(rev1))

3. HSE guidance: Leadership for the major hazard industries (INDG277(rev1))

4. Guidance on safety performance indicators OECD – www2.oecd.org/safetyindicators/

5. Leadership and worker involvement toolkit –
www.hse.gov.uk/Construction/lwit/index.htm

6. Managing for health and safety – www.hse.gov.uk/managing/

7. Preventing catastrophic events in construction –
www.hse.gov.uk/research/rrpdf/rr834.pdf

2. Embedding a substantive and consistent liaison between different suppliers after the work
has started. Generating a culture where it’s ‘the way we all do things round here’ e.g.

� Weekly contractor manager planning meetings regarding what is happening next week
and what do we need for it

� Daily supervisor ‘heads-up’ meetings regarding who is doing what, when, where tomorrow

� Support for field managers in making sure the above really happens and is meaningful e.g.
more senior managers taking it up with contractors who refuse to
cooperate/attend/contribute. Not engaging should be recognised as a cardinal sin

� Setting standards for enabling adequate discussion on any design changes proposed
during the construction phase and supporting managers in securing genuine discussion
with designers, rather than mere procedural compliance

� Explicit standards for scrutinising and agreeing method statement proposals before work
starts (especially concerning intolerance of redundant generic material, and this might
involve developing skills amongst those scrutinising proposals). 

Securing real engagement with your own workforce

� A clear emphasis on promoting and securing real time conversation about real life issues
between managers and the managed 

� Investigating how the workforce really feels about the relationship, not just measuring
how much consultation occurred

� Expect and demand more than periodic formal H&S committee meetings or minimum
legal compliance with statutory TU safety representative function

� Ensuring reliable, effective and visible resolution by management of issues that emerge
during engagement (e.g. suggestion boxes and similar methods should not turn into a one
way ‘black hole’ for hazard spotting cards)

� Development and delivery of high quality inductions e.g. 

o ‘This is the way we do things round here’ not ‘this is what the regulations say’

o Delivered by authoritative leaders – not the second deputy assistant H&S under-
manager

o Rigorously relevant to the conditions – intolerance of generic irrelevances 

� Nurturing toolbox talks as a meaningful part of engagement dialogue. Not ‘last week we
did talk No. 22 so today it’s No. 23.’ For instance, could toolbox talks be used to engage
workers in short-term planning e.g. ‘next week we are installing the isolator valves. Does
anyone see any problems with that?’ 

� Developing initiatives for rewarding positive responses from the workforce and/or
individuals. Maintaining real enthusiasm for such initiatives rather than allowing them to
‘fade away’.

Engagement beyond your own business stakeholders: spreading engineering construction
standards further afield

� Identify and engage with outside forums and groups aimed at other construction sectors
e.g. Working Well Together campaign 
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